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Background

Men Engage is a global alliance of more than
400 organisations and individuals who want
the society to become caring and non-violent.
All the participating organizations believe it is
possible if men and boys are equally involved
in gender justice and equality. To share
experiences, evidence and insights and seek
directions on how men and boys can
creatively contribute to gender equality,
MenEngage is organizing the Second Global
Symposium on working in Delhi in November
2014. This Symposium will bring together over
900 researchers and practitioners, advocates
and activists, government representatives and
the donor community.

Mittika is partnering Centre of Health and
Social Justice, the MenEngage Secretariat in
Delhi to include diverse stakeholders in dialog
for gender justice as a lead up to the
Symposium.

Rationale

Since December 2012, the very name of Delhi has been sending shivers down the spines people in
India and elsewhere. from villages in Bengal to suburbs of Bengaluru, European capitals to small
towns in Uttarakhand. It is as if being Delhiwala/wali has come to mean potential victim or survivor
of horrendous violence. And yes, the stories that have been emerging are reaffirming the negative
image - violence of all types – gender based, racial, regional, abuse in schools – they have been
coming in all shapes and sizes.

Less than 2 years since being branded as the rape capital, it is therefore important to listen to what
Delhi is feeling and thinking. Is there a change, is the discourse different?

Listening to Delhi is also significant for it may well be the microcosm that reflects India and possibly
all of South Asia. It acts as the melting pot of diaspora from all over the region, large number of
BPOS and multinationals, the political vortex, the number of student population from across the
country and in fact, the sheer quantum of population …. it is important to listen to Delhi for itself
and for clues for other regions as well….
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DECODING ‘ABC’

‘Ab, Baaki Charcha’ literally
translates as ‘Now, the
remaining discussions’

‘Ab’ because it is high time.

‘Baaki’ because gender
justice is not the issue of
women alone. It is everyone’s
issue and that needs to be
highlighted.

‘Charcha’ because it is not my
view that you need to buy
into but we need to  co-
create the understanding
together! And that can
happen best through
dialogue …  non-threatening,
rational, non-biased dialogue
that is also non-hierarchical.

Finally, ABC .. the basic
building blocks … The first
alphabets … The rudimentary
for gender justice.

Report

a. Preparing for ABC … Dialogs for building equal participation for
gender justice as a comprehensive mobilization process

For engaging diverse groups of people in Delhi with the issue of masculinity and building their
commitment to counter gender based violence, it was important to develop effective strategies. So
we decided to create a communication package – which would be a fine balance between raising
issues, questions as well as motivating people to speak and get involved. We felt we needed not only
to build their awareness, but to link the issue with their everyday lives. Not just to take facts and
figures to them, but to build non-threatening spaces for them to take and voice a stance.

These considerations led Mittika to develop a
comprehensive mobilization process titled ABC (Ab, Baaki
Carcha) … dialog to build equal participation of all
stakeholders for gender justice to work towards the
above goal. Through a range of methodologies, ABC
sought to engage diverse groups of people in Delhi with
the issue of masculinities and gender based violence and
build their commitment to reflect on, promote and further
gender equality.  To ensure quality in the mobilization
process and approach, Mittika collaborated with Humsaa,
Sadak Chaap and KlodB - groups specializing in specific
methodologies, as well as with individual professionals.

‘Ab, Baaki Charcha’ literally translates as ‘Now, the
remaining discussions’, which is a call to citizens across
diversities of class, caste, age and gender to examine how
each individual needs to have a stake and a responsibility
towards gender justice. It is a call to examine together
how gender equality is not the concern of women alone,
how a violence-free world is everyone’s right and
responsibility and how each individual can take positive
action to value, promote and further gender equality.
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The key objectives of ABC that were decided are as follows:

1. Engaging diverse groups of Delhi’s citizens in dialog on masculinity and gender based
violence as a first step to building their understanding.

2. Examine the dimensions and impact of key issues of gender identities, safety in public
spaces, masculinities and violence to build people’s commitment to counter gender based
violence.

3. Take the learnings, voices and suggestions for change from the ground to the symposium
space.

4. It was decided that through ABC, we would target reaching out to audiences of

3 key profiles:

1. Low to middle income communities because despite the big noise about growth,
development and prosperity, over 70% of the city’s population still lives in the fringes.

2. Middle to high income communities because members from this group are mostly in
decision making positions.

3. Student community because youth form the largest demographic in this country now, and it
is accepted now that they want to/need to engage constructively with change processes.

b. Campaign Strategy and Methodologies Development

With recognition that we will be consciously reaching out to audiences that will
have different depths of understanding and different needs for learning and
building understanding of the issue, we developed a number of strategies
packages. Descriptions of them follow:

 ABC (Ab, Baaki Charcha) … Dialog  (through forum theatre) to build equal participation (of
all stakeholders, especially boys and men) for gender justice:

In this we present and deconstruct issues of
masculinity and gendering through a forum
play. In keeping with the Theater of the
Oppressed tradition, we seek to build deep
discussion/dialogue following the play and
examine how inequalities are perpetuated
historically and culturally and how change can
be affected. Our effort remains on converting
the audience from from spectators (those who
watch) to spect-actors (those who watch and

take a stance/action to change the outcome 1 Forum at Burari (November 7, 2014)
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 ABC (Ab, Baaki Charcha) … Dialog on gender
and power through films:

In this we facilitate a comprehensively designed
session that explores gender and masculinity
using the lens of power. Screening of select films
(from the IAWRT curated films) and discussions
form a key part of this process.We choose the
films on gender, violence, justice or masculinity
based on the profile of the target audience and
follow it up with a few activities and possibly a
short action project.

 ABC (Ab, Baaki Charcha) … Dialog and expressions through theme-based poster
making/slogan writing, etc:

In this we engage a range of audiences through offering creative spaces to
express personal views, opinions, appeals and strategies for change. These
are also organized as side events/ engagement options post the play/film.

3 Polling exercise at India
Habitat Centre (Sep 27, 2014)

 AB, BAAKI CHARCHA…  Dialog to explore safe spaces through movements

Safe spaces are a non-negotiable if we want to build an equal and just
society. Designed as a workshop using the vocabulary of movement and

4 Dialog through group
game at Mandavali (Sep

26, 2014)

2 Film screening at ShaheenBag  (Oct 16, 2014)
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dance, this ABC explores the idea of "safety" in today's society. Participants
are invited go through set of guided activities and tasks leading to an
investigation process, aimed towards recognizing, understanding and
expressing the essentials required to create a safe space.

5 Violence and safety through movements ()ctt 26, 2014)

c. Partnership development

To reach out to target communities within limited time and with a
campaigning approach, identifying existing common spaces where
awareness raising activities can take place became a key consideration for
us. This led the us to build partnerships with a range of organizations, local
groups and associations to reach out to target communities.

CHSJ already had a number of partners who were working with specific
communities and we too developed a range of new partnerships to
effectively reach out to the targeted communities.

Shared below is the list of partnerships we have developed till October 10,
2014. Thee are partners who have acted as hosts in allowing Mittika reach
out to specific communities. These include, besides 4 existing Delhi-based
partners of CHSJ, about 19 new partners that were brought in by Mittika:
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Sl No. Partner Name Partner Profile
1 Azad

Foundation
The basis of Azad Foundation (AF) emerges from the persistent gender
inequities in India and the strong need to demonstrate engendered and
high-return livelihood options for poor urban women.

2 Basanti Devi
Welfare Society

A relatively a new family foundation that associates with relevant
existing projects of other organizations. It runs an anganwadi in the area.

3 Centre for Social
Equity and
Inclusion

CSEI promotes inclusive policies for equitable outcomes for socially
excluded communities through policy research, monitoring and advocacy
in collaboration with Civil Society Organizations, particularly those led by
members of excluded communities.

4 D 805 A safe space for reflection, action and workshops.

5 Dastkar Haat Dastkar works to support traditional Indian craftspeople, many of them
women and village based, with the objective of helping craftspeople
regain their place in the economic mainstream, in a country where the
craft sector is second only to agriculture in providing employment.

6 Fursat se Café Fursat Se is a multifaceted cultural hub. Designed as an interactive space,
Fursat Se acts has grown as a forum for showcasing/discussing/raising a
range of issues. The space is frequented by the young and the thinking
people, especially young people, of Delhi.

7 Jagori In an endeavour to reach out to women in increasingly innovative ways,
Jagori works to inform, inspire and empower.

8 K Block Durga
Puja Committee

A local residents’ welfare association based in the Chittaranjan Park area
of South Delhi.

9 KatKatha Kat-Katha is an organization that envisions to work with 77 brothels in
GB Road Delhi, where over 3000 sex workers reside. The organization
aims to create a life of dignity within the brothels and enable sex
workers and their children to access alternate life choices.

10 Kutumb The Kutumb Foundation is dedicated to promoting the total
development of young people by bridging developmental gaps, and
addressing issues of identity.

11 Manas
Foundation

Manas Foundation, a New Delhi-based registered trust, was founded in
2000 by a group of mental health professionals who  transformed their
fundamental clinical practice into a multifaceted program that includes
research, advocacy, trainings and a range of last-mile mental health
services that reaches marginalized communities.

12 Manzil Manzil is a non-profit organization providing a community and resources
for local youth from low-income backgrounds to learn, teach, be
creative, and see the world in new ways.

13 Navjyoti India
Foundation

Navjyoti India Foundation is a not-for-profit society, registered on
January 5, 1988 by then 16 serving police officers of Delhi Police and
conceived by Dr Kiran Bedi, first woman IPS, and her team of North
district police, with the main objective of crime prevention through
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welfare policing.
14 Partners in

Development
Initiatives (PDI)

PDI came into existence with an objective to promote professionalism in
the development sector and strengthen knowledge management. PDI
was created with a vision to institutionalize and sustain the information
and resources generated during the project period of Sexual Health
Resource Centre (SHRC) and Resource Centre for Sexual Health and
HIV/AIDS (RCSHA).

15 Pol Science
Department of
Jamia Milia
Islamia

Central University conducting degree courses in engineering, humanities,
languages, law and sciences. Offers specialised courses in Arabic and
Islamic Studies.

16 Pravah Pravah is an organization based in New Delhi, India, working to impact
issues of social justice through youth citizenship action.

17 Project Concern
International

PCI’s mission is to prevent disease, improve community health and
promote sustainable development worldwide. Motivated by concern for
the world’s most vulnerable children, families and communities, PCI
envisions a world where abundant resources are shared, communities
are able to provide for the health and well-being of their members, and
children and families can achieve lives of hope, good health and self-
sufficiency.

20 Saakshi Saakshi works for the upliftment of the poor and destitute by helping
them achieve socio-economic independence, self-sustainability and
health. Sakshi's work is concentrated in the fields of Education, Health
and Community Development.

21 Selhi Public
School, RK
Puram

Delhi Public School R.K. Puram is one of the most prestigious schools in
India. Founded as a Public School in 1972 in New Delhi, it is a private
institution run by the Delhi Public School Society.

22 Shivaji  college Shivaji College, a constituent College of DU, is a co-educational
institution and imparts instructions in various subjects at both
undergraduate and post-graduate levels.The College was established in
1961 by the well-known social activist and farmers' leader Hon'ble
Punjab Rao Deshmukh.

23 Shopno Ekhon A theatre group in Delhi committed to raise issues of concern through
plays.

24 Srijantatmak
Manushi
Sansthan (SMS)

SMS is a nonprofit organisation running at the grass root level working
for a holistic development, comprising of an egalitarian, aware, well-
informed, skilled, healthy, cultured humans in a peaceful and
ecologically sustainable environment .

25 Women’s
Helpline  (GOI)

181 is a 24 hour service for women in distress. It was established in
December 2012 after the Nirbhaya disaster to address the increasing
violence against women. The helpline so far has addressed more than
700,000 women who have called, through counseling, intervention or
further referral as the case may be

26 Yavanika The dramatics club of the college, YAVANIKA, which means the curtain,
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Theater Society
of Deen Dayal
Upadhay College

enriches the cultural ambience of the college by providing a platform to
the theatre amateurs. To hone the theatrical skills of the students,
workshops are organized by the CLUB under the guidance of the
National School of Drama (NSD) experts, followed by full length plays.

6 Forum at New Seemapuri (Sep 24, 2014)

Figure 7 Forum at India Habitat Centre (Nov 12, 2014)
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d. ABC Implementation

No. Da
te

Dialog
Medium

Location Partner Outreach (Rough
estimates)

Community/Audience profile

Cas
ual/
exte
nsiv
e

Com
mitt
ed
audi
enc
e

Acti
ve
part
icipa
nts

SEPTEMBER
1 24 Forum New

Seemapuri
(East Delhi)

PCI, India 200 150 25 A lower middle class working class
community comprising of daily
wage earners, people with small
businesses. The audience
comprised of men, women, youth
and children.

2 25 Forum New Delhi
Secretariat
(Central
Delhi)

Women’s
Helpline
(GOI)

200 100-
150

15 Mixed crowd predominated by
men, drivers, passersby, many
onlookers from nearby parked
vehicles, staff of Secretariat and
Women Helpline and few
community women and few
policemen.

3 26 Forum,
discussion,
expressions

Mandavali ,
Joshi Colony
(East Delhi)

SMS 300 100-
140

15 Hindu and Muslims migratory
population from Haryana, UP and
Bihar. Community earns their living
as hawkers, mechanics,
masons. Majority of the children
help their parents by working with
them in garage, or as hawkers,
craftsmen ironsmiths etc. There
are very few school-going children
and only few enjoying childhood.

4 27 Forum,
discussion
and
expressions

Khajuri Khas PDI 100-
150

150-
200

40 Few kilometers away from the
heart to Delhi, this is a low income
colony with more than 80% muslim
migrants from Western UP.  Girls
study till 12th in the nearby
secondary school. Very few go to
College. Girls get married at a very
young age. Women work at home
by  making artificial hair styling
buns, bead work etc. and earn as
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low as Rs.3/- per piece.
5 27 Dialog and

Expressions
India Habitat
centre
(South Delhi)

Pravah 200 75 30 Young people, many of them
students from various colleges of
Delhi and belonging to different
socio-economic backgrounds.

6 28 Film GB Road KatKatha 30 10 6 Adolescent boys; children of the
sex work professionals at GB Road.

7 29 Forum,
discussion
and
expressions

Jamia Milia
Islamia
(South Delhi)

Political
Science
Dept.

250 100 40 Students (boys and girls) from
various departments of the
university constituted the
audience.

8 OCTOBER
9 1 Forum and

discussion
Deen Dayal
Upadhyay
College

Yavanika
Theater
Society,
DDU

125 75 25 Mixed group of students from the
college. Many of them have homes
in neighboring states.

10 3 Forum and
magic
show

Chittaranjan
Park Puja
(South Delhi)

K Block
Puja
Association

300 200-
250

20 Though Chittaranjan Park is a
largely upper middle class locality
of South Delhi, the gathering
included people from middle class
and lower income colonies. This is
because the area is home to over
2000 Bengali families and remains
a major centre of Bengali cultural
life in New Delhi. Durga Puja, one
of the largest annual festivals of
the Bengalis, is attended by
thousands of people from all walks
of life in Delhi.

11 5 Forum and
expressions

Baljit Nagar
(Central
Delhi)

PDI 200 100-
125

50 A 5000 strong community of Bhils.
Men are daily wager earners and
women earn by working as
domestic help. Lack of education
and absence of support  from civil
structures like police and other
authorities give them a feeling of
insecurity and inferiority.

12 9 Forum and
side events

Shashi
Garden
Extension
(West Delhi)

Basanti
Devi
Welfare
Society

400 200-
250

A resettlement colony  having
Hindu and Muslim population.
Daily wage laborers, motor
mechanics, vegetable hawkers,
women support by earning Rs.50-
60 per day making beads, artificial
hair style, etc. The audience had
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more men than women and many
children.

13 9 Film Garhi
(South Delhi)

PDI 45 30 10 Audience of girls from a lower
middle class neighborhood. They
come to the centre for vocational
training (makeup, mehandi,
sewing, computers etc.). Most of
them have no say and have been
sent to the entre by their families.

14 10 Forum and
side events

Karala
(North Delhi)

Navjyoti
India
Foundation

60 40 20 Young boys and girls belonging to
Hindu Jat community participated
in the event. Girls were students of
beautician, tailoring, cooking
courses and boys were student of
automobile course and computer
course at the community college
run by the organization.

15 10 Forum and
side events

Prem Nagar,
Kirari
(North Delhi)

Navjyoti
India
Foundation

500 200-
250

40 An urban village on the outskirts of
the city. Originally a rich farming
community, it continues
agriculture till date. The village
now houses roads, shops, many
factories and rather large cluster of
shanties. The original inhabitants
having sold much of their lands still
hold on to some, in which migrant
labours work.
There is also a larger segment of
population which has migrated
from other states and works as
daily wage workers, casual labour
in farms and factories at times
earning as little as Rs. 12 per day.

16 11 Forum Madanpur
Khadar
(SE Delhi)

Azad
Foundation
and Jagori

250 150 50 The residents (and audience) of
Madanpur Khadar include daily
wage workers, casual laborers etc.
resettled here by DDA from the
slums in Nehru Place, Hauz Khas,
Chanakyapuri, Sarojni Nagar,
Nizamuddin and Kalkaji.
Like several resettlement colonies
of the poor, the area is sandwiched
between the blue-glass fronted
corporate offices and spanking new
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malls of Sarita Vihar, adjoining the
imposing Apollo Hospital.
Approximately 30 years ago,
Madanpur Khadar's residents
owned the lands around the small
village and used them to grow up
to two crops of wheat and pulses
here. The Delhi Development
Authority bought up most of these
lands and turned them into a mid-
sized neighborhood of flats and
apartments. As the demographic
face of the area changed,
Madanpur Khadar quickly
degenerated into slum-like
conditions.

17 14 Film Jasola
(South-east
18Delhi)

Sakshi 40 19 10 Most of the participants at the
vocational training centre of Sakshi
were going to school, except one,
who was a housewife. They all
lived in the inner parts of Jasola,
Delhi.

Due to large scale migration from
both rural and urban areas, Delhi
has created uneven chances of
economic activities and the
concentration of work
opportunities. Jasola has become
the hub of migrant workers
searching for jobs. According
census report every year 2, 50, 000
migrants are coming here.
Inadequate income, lack of
provision for public infrastructure
are the main reasons for poverty.

18 16 Film Shaheen  Bag
(South Delhi)

Sakshi 90 40 30 These participants were 9th class
students (15-17 year olds) and
mostly belonged from the Muslim
community living at Shaheen Bagh
area.

Shaheen Bagh features in latest list
of proposed regularized colonies in
Delhi. It is the southernmost colony
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of Okhla (Jamia Nagar) area,
situated along the banks of river
Yamuna. Shaheen Bagh, Okhla, is a
neighbourhood around the old
village in South Delhi. Hailing from
the local area, the ABC participants
were 9th class students and mostly
belonged from the Muslim
community living around the host
centre area.

19 17 Forum Begumpur
(South Delhi)

Jagori 200 175 30 People from the community
comprising men, women, boys and
girls and small children made the
audience/participants. They were
mostly migrants from Biharand
were of mixed caste. Men mostly
work daily wage earners, vendors
etc. women work as domestic help
or take care of the household.

20 18 Magic,
Dialog and
Expressions

Chittaranjan
Park
(South Delhi)

Shopno
Ekhon

700 350 30 Chittaranjan Park is an affluent
neighborhood in South Delhi, and
home to a large Bengali
community. The colony was
founded with plots going
exclusively to migrants from East
Bengal, but over time, the
demographics has become a little
more pan-Indian. The explosive
growth of South Delhi property
prices and the aging of the original
land allottees is resulting in an
ongoing demographic
diversification. The
audience/participants of ABC were
largely residents of  CR Park, and
thus were eminent ex-government
servants, scholars, professors,
teachers and other professionals.

21 21 Film Chattarpur
(South Delhi)

Sakshi 60 30 30 The participants were young girls
residing at Chandan Hulla Village at
Chattarpur, which is an area where
low income, low education, mostly
migrant families working in the
unorganized sector resides.
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22 25 Film and
Dialog and
Expressions

Shahpur Jat
(South Delhi)

Fursat Se,
Pravah

100 50 40 The audience was young urban
youth from a range of colleges
across Delhi.
Shahpur Jat is a very old village
featuring a considerable amount of
traditional havelis and remains of
the historical capital city Siri Fort,
such as the stretches of the thick
city walls, all surrounded by a
hotch-potch of 20th century
apartment and office buildings.[3]
The area is currently undergoing
urban greening and rejuvenation,
not least due to the efforts of local
NGOs.

Presently the demography of
Shahpur Jat is mainly composed of
Khatis Bhedya (Jangid Barahmin)
Gotras 1700 years ago .[2]
Increasingly people from other
places in India are moving into the
urban village and also foreigners
are attracted by the low rents,
huge parking space and interesting
lifestyle, Monuments and Green
Belt.

23 26 Dance and
movement

NA (Mixed
group)

D 805 30 16 13 Economic strata: lower middle
class – middle class
Education (level): Graduates
and/or pursuing graduation
Profession: Working class,
students, freelance artists
Education (participant’s family and
surrounding) : Basic and above
Male – Female ratio: app 50-50

24 28 Film Tajpur
Pahadi
(South Delhi)

Jagori 80 50 40 The participants were women
between 30 to 55 years, who were
residents of Tajpur Pahadi. They
were married, mostly with
children, and were house-wives.

Tajpur Pahadi, a part of the
Badarpur area of South Delhi, is
significantly inhabited by low
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income families, many of which
have migrated to Delhi  from other
parts of India. Most earning
members work in the unorganized
sector and literacy rate is low.

25 30 Film Shivaji
College
(West Delhi)

300 150 60 Shivaji college is under Delhi
University and located in West
Delhi. It is a co-educational
institution and imparts instructions
in various subjects at both
undergraduate and post-graduate
levels. The participants were
students of the college, aged
between 18 and 25 years.

26 30 Dance and
Movement
workshop

Kusumpur
Pahadi

Centre for
Equity and
Inclusion

40 25 18 Economic Strata: Poverty line –
poor
Social Strata: Marginalized, Dalit,
SC/ST
Religion:  Primarily Islamic
Profession : Primarily Unskilled
workers viz. daily laborers, sewage
& toilet cleaners, domestic help
Education (participant’s family and
surrounding) : primarily illiterate
Youth education profile: School
drop outs
30% by primary level
50% by middle level
80-90% by secondary level

27 31 Dance and
movement

Karolbagh CSEI (Youth
Tech Hub)

60 29 29 Economic Strata: Poverty line –
poor
Social Strata: Marginalized, Dalit,
SC/ST
Religion:  Primarily Islamic
Profession : Primarily Unskilled
workers viz. daily laborers, sewage
& toilet cleaners, domestic help
Education (participant’s family and
surrounding) : primarily illiterate
Participants’ age group : 12 yrs to
30yrs
Male – Female ratio: app 40-60
Education (Participant): Pursuing
basic level at Community/ govt
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schools
November

28 5 Film Khan Market Kutumb 60 30 30 Participants of this workshop were
a mix of volunteers working at
Kutumb, as well as the
disadvantaged children in Khan
Market area. The age range varied
from 12-27 years. The audience
was of mixed profile.

29 7 Forum The
Department
of Transport
(Burari,
Central
Delhi)

Manas
Foundation

250 120 30 The audience comprised of auto
drivers from across Delhi who
come to the Ashok Leyland Driver
Training Institute in suburban
Burari by the hundreds every day
to run their vehicles through a
mandatory annual test.

30 9 Dance and
Movement

Fursat Se
Café
(Shahpur Jat)

Manzil, 30 20 12 Economic strata: poor- upper
Middle class
Profession: Mixed (School
students- professionals)
Education (participant’s family and
surrounding) : Mixed (illiterate -
Graduates and/or above)
Audience/participant Details:
Age group : 15 yrs to 45yrs
Participation: Open invitation
Male – Female ratio: app 50-50
Education (Participant): Basic
schooling – Graduates and/or
above

31 9 Forum Dastkaar
Nature
Bazaar

Dastkaar
Samity

120 75 15 Mostly an affluent, educated,
urban audience. Professions
ranged from teaching at IIT,
holding corporate jobs to running
own business.

32 10 Forum  and
Dialog and
Expressions

Delhi Public
School
(South Delhi)

Teen
Brigade
Club, DPS,
RK Puram

500 250 80 Majority participants/audience of
the forum was students of Class XI
of the school. The dialog and
expressions saw participation of
about 20-30 students from classes
VI to X. The entire population
consisted of adolescents coming
from urban middle and upper
middle class households from
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across Delhi.
33 11 Dance and

Movement
s

Nirmal
Primar
School, Khan
Market

Manzil 50 25 20 Khan Market is one of the most
affluent localities in New Delhi. The
participants of the workshop
however were young people,
usually children of families living in
the servant quarters and one-room
tenements that cohabitate the
affluent Khan Market area of New
Delhi. The participants all had
basic levels of education and
above; they were trained in
alternate skills by Manzil
Specific community profile:
Socio - Economic Strata: Poor ,
lower income group
Religion:  Mixed
Profession : Primarily Unskilled
workers viz. housemaids, cooks,
electricians, barbers, drivers,
servants
Education (participant’s family and
surrounding) : primarily illiterate

34 13 Forum India Habitat
Centre

MenEngag
e Global
Symposium

150 60 25 The audience comprised of
development professionals from
across the world who  had
gathered or the MenEngage
symposium in Delhi.
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8Forum and poster making at Jamia Milia Islamia (Sep 29, 2014)
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8Forum and poster making at Jamia Milia Islamia (Sep 29, 2014)
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Dilli ki Dil Mein Kya Hai? …
Glimpses into what Delhi is saying

The voices ranged … from one end of the
spectrum to another…

10 Forum at Begumpur (Oct 17, 2014)

But one clear shift that is evident is that
people ‘talk’. They talk about violence
and discrimination , everywhere. Whether
it translates into action or not, but there
is an acceptance that women are equal
and have a right to access several things
such as education, health etc.

And men are saying that as well, unlike
earlier times when even men agreed ,
most of them only nodded and said yes.

9 Magic show at Chittaranjan Park (Oct 18, 2014)
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But now there are men who are actively talking about it and showing support.

13 Audience at Karala (Oct 10, 2014)

Voices of equality are louder in areas which are economically disadvantaged. Surprising or may be
actually not so surprising – it was in the resettlement colonies and JJ clusters that most assertive
voices are heard. Even more than in colleges and such areas. It is the daily struggle and necessities
which probably create these.

Children are aware, ready for more, as with other issues but even more on this issue, obviously a
very important and potential target for future.

Some of the dialogs representing the reality we experienced all around are shared below:

12 Audience at Dastkar Mela (Nov 7, 2014)

14 Youth voices at Mandavali (Sep 26, 2014)

11 Audience at Burari (November 7, 2014)
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15 ABC at Durga Puja, CR Park (Oct 2, 2014) 16 Dialog at Deen Dayal Upadhyay College (Oct 1, 2014)

- Of gender, sex and the foundations of patriarchy …

Conversations which were not happening in public square are beginning to happen now. And as
people talked of equality and equal opportunities, differences arose that would need more work. An
example …

Vansh chalane wala, and bachche paida karne wali, the tags on boy and girl became contentious …

The middle aged man who stepped in explained that it’s the man who has a lineage and woman
gives birth…

“How and why”, a younger woman contested , “woman gets pregnant and the child is born to both ,
and what’s vansh?”

“I don’t have to explain all this,” the older man contested, “we all understand it.”

“No, you don’t understand it”, she persisted .

The older man backed out, though grudgingly.
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17 What constitutes masculine and feminine? Do these tags mean anything real?

- Distinguishing where the line gets drawn – When to move beyond attitudes into systemic
changes

In a scene about women in public spaces, people kept talking about the need to change attitudes of
men and also that of women. But when pushed to think beyond individual attitudes, it was
challenging.

What systemic changes will help women access public spaces at all times and across the city,
required more thinking and inspiration.

There is surely a need to get people, organizations and institutions to start looking at systemic
changes in tandem with the attitudinal and behavioral changes, for without addressing both, real
change may be difficult.

18 And the dialogs continue. ..

- ‘My cup of tea’ … women staking claim

‘I work all day,’ she said. A women in late fifties if not in early sixties, sturdy with a weather beaten
face in an East Delhi resettlement colony.
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‘If I thirst for a cup of hot tea, where should I go? Should we have separate shops for men and
women, obviously not and why should we? I will go to the chai shop and all of us should….

Assertions by older women helped younger women to stake their claims. And more voices rose in
support.

19 Dialog at New Seemapuri and Jamia Milia Islamia

- Inertia of inaction – what is the push that we need?

The toughest part of change was of course the action. The act of intervening in a situation where you
are not directly involved, so to say… this is a trend we saw across. One incident …

As we stood awaiting the program to begin in a University Campus with lots of active student
volunteers, a small group of a couple of boys and girls walked by. The boy saw a girl in the crowd and
screamed, using foul language in a threatening manner. When they saw us, the girls walked away
while the boy threatened them and went into the building. The girl who was at the receiving end
shushed her friend who looked a little distraught and confused. All around us, life seemed to
continue undisturbed.

The play began.

In the sequence where an act of violence occurs, silence took over. The audience could see that
people were ignoring and pretending that nothing has happened. ‘Does it happen?’

‘Yes, often it does….’,

‘Why?’

‘May be fear …. of police, law …’

‘Even when it is in our class, neighborhood, amongst friends, even when it is not – police/ legal
types? Like when we saw this boy abusing a girl verbally right here a while ago?

‘What stops us… is why should I get involved, the mess I will get embroiled in and the sheer habit of
being a bystander….’
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What is the work that needs to happen to change this clearly demands attention.

- Sharmili – what’s  shyness, shame all about

Women should be sharmili (roughly translates as shy/modest) , said someone in the all men’s group
of auto drivers at Burari. Some agreed and slowly it emerged that this was referring in particular to
what clothes women wear. “What should be hidden, if shown off, it is indecent and not  good.”
Cultural diversity and appropriateness was pointed out by someone. But slowly the question
emerged, “I may have preferences/likings or opinions, but someone has a different belief, and is
dressed differently, can I judge that person?” “I think girls shouldn’t wear short skirts , but because
someone is wearing it, do I assume her to be ‘bad’? Then someone framed it for us – “Just because
some wears a saree, she doesn’t have to be a good person; similarly someone is not bad because she
is wearning a short skirt”. Of course, the notions of bad and good also have to be unpacked ….

20 Youth at Fursat Se Cafe (Oct 25, 2014) 21 ABC at Khajuri Khas (Sep 27, 2014)
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- Concern is seen as weakness, uncaring is macho and cool

It was in a high end school with students aged between 13 and 18 in Delhi. The audience highly
involved and spirited. “What prevents us from acting, reaching out whenever there is any instance of
violence/abuse/ bullying in our surroundings?”, we asked.

After the usual bit about police and harassment, we came to our daily contexts - bullying, name-
calling, everyday violence.

‘It happens,’ they said. ‘Many times ….we feel shy to intervene….’

‘Shy?, okay !!! why ?’

‘Some times we are shy that we will be the only one stepping out. People will see us ….’

Another added, “I am scared that what would my friends say? They will fun of me!”

A girl stood up, “We want to appear not caring, unconcerned, because then I will appear strong and
cool.”

“Is being concerned uncool”, we asked.

“Yes …it is… it is macho and cool to not care.”

“Is it that we all try to be ‘masculine’?”

“Yes,” said many. And then another added, “But we see it now. May be it is really not that cool to be
macho like this?”

- Responsible parenthood – father as the stand- by
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There were many women who said, “my husband does take care of my children” ….and the
qualification followed usually… “whenever I am ill/ somehow incapable.” It was not the first or
natural choice, but a “I will stand in for you, my dear!”

Whenever men shared this they were sharing it with slight sense of accomplishment and women
sounded a little bit grateful for this gesture.

 Women speak up… about challenges and about how patriarchy continues

During a discussion around the whole culture of 'abusive language' used by men post a film
screening, women unanimously shared that they felt it was very offensive. A lot of women
shared how they haven't been able to find any way to tackle it in their own surroundings. Some
shared clearly that real man is one who respects women and does not abuse them.

On men and house-hold work, this is what they said:

"Even if he wants to do some work people around start making fun of him."

"It's not just men, even other women start passing remarks on other women's men if they do
house-hold work. We want men in our own homes to help us but the behavior changes when it
comes to men in other people's houses."

On being asked if there was a difference between purush (Man) andmard (The Macho Man),
everyone paused and reflected for a while and then said that all men are 'men'. The discussion
then continued around why then we try to value Mardangi by trying to define who is ‘manly’
when it is simply about the biological sex of the person…

22 And more voices are heard ...
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23 ABC At Delhi Secretariiat (Sep
25, 2014)

Endnote

Having started its journey at a crucial juncture in the lead up to the symposium, ABC, in a short span
of less than two months, succeeded in building momentum in engaging Delhi’s citizens in dialog on
gender justice. The process remained energized and learnings emerged as diverse.

For the team, which had started this journey with a powerful foray into their own lives, the
reflection sessions were open, smooth and deep, and so were the learnings. Acceptance of one’s
own past , sensitivity to listen, courage to gently confront and strength to walk towards healing –
these were things that happened within the team. Many a time it was a response from the audience
that triggered a stream of thoughts, sometimes seeing same realities and responses across
communities helped one to see how we are part of the same whole. Overall, the journey of the team
on the ground took as much shape as a journey within. And the journey will continue…
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Annexure 1: Posters
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Annexure 2: Key members of the ABC Team

Jaya Iyer specializes in theatre for self and social development and has worked with
NGOs, government supported institutions, universities, community groups,
individuals. From being a CEO of Pravah to a foot soldier of farmers movement, a
faculty in university to a cook at an organic food stalls – it has been patterns that
connect universal responsibility and human rights -which has driven her life. She

helped create over 300 street plays, stage plays, programs for youth and adolescents, facilitated a
wide range of trainings and workshops, curated public festivals and events. She is a dancer and
trekker, heritage walk guide, cook, martial art student who also paints and writes occasionally. She
trained under Ebrahim Alkazi in theatre direction, was awarded UNESCO Aschberg bursary to study
the theater of the oppressed with Augusto Boal and the WISCOMP scholar of peace fellowship.

Ayushman Chowdhary has over 15 years of experience in designing and delivering
programs on outdoor activity based learning and theater. He has consulted with
many multinational and bilateral agencies and is enthusiastic about history,
heritage, wildlife, travel and photography.

Zubair Idrisi has varied interests in music, art, theatre. A consultant and facilitator
in theatre and Life skill, he regularly holds training workshops with government
institutions, NGOS, educational institutions (formal and non formal) and private
companies. He is a foodie, traveler, film and photography enthusiast.

MehboobNisha has extensive experience in facilitating workshops and has been
associated with organizations such as NCERT and Alarippu, where she has been
involved in developing content on theatre and education for elementary school
children. She has actively organized many BalMelas, MahilaMelas and Youth Melas.

Seema Rana Jaswal has deep interest in community issues. She has been a
facilitator at Alarippu, resource person with Nehru Memorial Museum & Library, a
consultant with many organizations including SARD, Salaam Balak Trust, Navjyoti,
Delhi Police Foundation, Youthreach, Khoj, OXFAM, Domestic worker forum,
Chetanalaya and CRY.

Chandana Sarma, with a background in Engineering, carries her scientific beginning
into her dance. With training in Bharatnatyam and Kathak, Chandana trained in
western contemporary, ballet and jazz from Terence Lewis Dance Academy. She is
interested in using and spreading the experience of using movement for education,
self and social development. She has performed across India, Amsterdam and France.

Soumya Tejas, a software engineer turned filmmaker, gender activist, and
freelancer in social media campaigning, and facilitating workshops with young
people, has made 8 short films till now around sexual harassment, bystander
intervention, gender stereotyping, and violence in intimate relationship till date.
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IshamudinKhan is a street performer of India and ranks as one of the  greatest
magicians of the world. Ishamudin has been performing in countries like Ireland, UK,
France, Switzerland, Auastria, Germany, Dubai, Sweden, Japan and has re-created the
ancient Indian Rope Trick,.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ishamuddin_Khan

Monica Jain with over ten years experience in office administration in diverse
organizations from hard core corporate to NGO’s  and govt. sector.. She is a cooking
enthusiast, traveler, always trying to look at the sunny side of life.

Yogesh Pathak is a theater activist and consultant.  For the past seven years he is
working with many non-profit organisations. He has participated in many community
awareness programs, street plays and forum plays. He is a Microsoft Create to Inspire
Fellow.

Anubhav Bhalla  has graduated from CCS university Meerut.A Theatre activist, he has
performed many stage and street plays over 12 years. He have also attended many
workshop in National School of Drama.

Chandni is an enthusiastic person who loves life. She has worked with young children
at Nehru Memorial Museum and Library and is a trained nursery teacher. She
currently works as counselor with Delhi Government’s women’ Help-Line.

Kavita Mahato is a student pursuing BCA is from IGNOU. She is interested in theatre,
traveling, photography. She is a part of volunteer group HUMSAA and Sadaak Chaap.
Naresh Pramanik has been working to hone his skills in knowledge organization. He
supported in organizing and coordinating the materials and logistics.

Lavish Mittal is a law student doing B.A.LL.B. from University Institute of Law and
Management studies, Gurgaon.(U.I.L.M.S.). He is a part of volunteer group HUMSAA.
His interest include social issues, public camapaigns, theater

Shameem Ahmed has been a theater activist for over 10 years. In the course of his work,
he has performed in over 50 street plays and taught theater to children and young people
across diverse groups.
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Pankaj Tiwari a gender tudies alumni fromAmbedkar University, is a theater activist. He has
acted in many play and has also judged many theater competitions. He is also the co-anchor
of the campaign to question masculinities named Artificial Blue.

Jyoti Sagar, agender studies student and a teacher of children, is also a biker. She actively
participated in several discussions, debates, plays and workshop processes of ABC, and
successfully confronted gender issues at her own home first, before she engaged in the
dialogs with the rest of the world.

Divya Bhatia from Uttaranchal is a young professional who sees himself standing with the
people. He joined Ab, Baaki Charcha campaign as a member of the theater team and got to
learn the opinions and thinking of different people in Delhi.

Gaurav Kumar is an MSc (Maths) student from DU. He performed in the Forum play, which
was a key mobilization tool for the Ab, Baaki Charcha campaign. He respects each gender
and feels proud to have been a part of the campaign and of Mittika.

Baljinder Singh is a student of Deen Dayal Upadhyay college and believes that boys and
girls should be treated equally. He did a play on gender in his college and also remained an
active member of ABC, or Ab Baaki Charcha… Dialogs for gender justice.
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Annexure 3: Partner database

New Partners
Contact
Person

Address` Mobile email website link

1 PCI India Yawar
C 32 Panchsheel

Enclave, New Delhi
17

9811449457
yawar@PCIindia.

org
www.pciindia.org

2
Navjyoti India

Foundation
Neetu

Sharma

Khasra No.99,
Karala Majri, near
Rohini Sector 22,

ND 81

9911912489
25953095

9818175135

admin@navjyoti.
org.in;

chandni@navjyo
ti.org.in

www.navjyoti.org.in

3
Basanti Devi

Welfare
Foundation

Yogendra
31/71 Bhikam Singh

Colony, Vishwas
Nagar Shahdara

989143135
bdwelfarefounda
tion@gmail.com

4

Yavanika,
Theatre

Society of
DDU College

Baljinder
Singh

Deen Dayal
Upadhyaya College,

Karampura, New
Delhi

9971856596
www.dducollege.du

.ac.in/

5
Nav jagriti

vikas sahakari
samiti khajuri

Yamin

c833- New 789 gali
No.13, Sri Ram
Colony(Rajeev
Nagar)Delhi 94

9312734349
miyandanish@g

mail.com

6
Centre for

Social Equity
and Inclusion

Ajat
Shastru

8/24, East Patel
Nagar, New Delhi

9.18902E+1
1

satyendra.km@g
mail.com,

annie.namala@g
mail.com

www.facebook.com
/pages/Centre-for-
Social-Equity-and-

Inclusion-CSEI

7 D 805
Ajay

Mahajan

D 805 New Friends
Colony

New Delhi
9891282118

ajaymahajan1@
gmail.com

8 Dastkar Haat Shelly Jain

Dastkar,
Kisan Haat,

Andheria Modh,
Anuvrat Marg,

New Delhi-110074

26808633/
26803549

dastkar.delhi@g
mail.com

www.dastkar.org

9
Delhi  Public
School, RK

Puram
Jai Khajuria

Teen Brigade Club,
DPS-RKP

9818035915
jaikhajuria@gma

il.com
www.dpsrkp.net

10
Fursat se

Café
Amrita
Bhasin

5 E, top floor,
Shahpur jat

New Delhi, India
9810556284

amrita.fursatse
@gmail.com

https://www.facebo
ok.com/fursatse?fre

f=ts

11
K Block Durga

Puja
Committee

Shahana
Chakrobort

y
9891159525

ana_chak@rediff
mail.com

12 KatKatha Kanchan
10-B, Highway Apts,
SFS Flats, Gazipur,

Delhi-110096
9718679057

care@kat-
katha.org

www.kat-katha.org
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13 Kutumb
Austin

Mobley
Prog Coord

The Kutumb
Foundation, Khasra

No. 322, IGNOU
Road, Neb Sarai

New Delhi – 110068

+91 97186
44676

austin@kutumb.
in

www.kutumb.in

14
Manzil

Welfare
Society

Saanchi
and

Geetika

J-3/71, 2nd Floor,
Sujan Singh Park SQ,
(Opp. Khan Market
Metro Station Gate

No. 4)
New Delhi - 110003.

Geetika +91
98182
54376

mail@manzil.in www.manzil.in

15
Partners in

Development
Initiatives

Piyali
Acharya

B-4/290, First floor
Safdarjung Enclave
New Delhi - 110029

9891216258

info@pdiindia.or
g ,

piyaliacharya@g
mail.com

www.pdiindia.org/

16 Pravah
Nida

Ansari,
Coord.

C24B, 2nd Floor,
Kalkaji

New Delhi 110019
nida.pravah@gm

ail.com
www.pravah.org

17

Sakshi (Main)
Zuber Khan

Proj. Dir Sakshi - Centre for
Information,

Education and
Communication
D-332, Defence

Colony, New Delhi -
110024, India

1124621743
9811233595

sakshi.cec@gmai
l.com

www.sakshingo.org

Sakshi -
Jasola

Ekta
Kashyap

8882738464

Sakshi -
Shaheen

Bagh
Sara Khan 9910804353

Sakshi -
Chattarpur

Nand Lal 9650263530

18
Shivaji
college

Vaishali
Ring Road, Raja

Garden, New Delhi,
Delhi 110027

011 2511
6644

9958101113

vaishalisingh18
@gmail.com

www.shivajicollege.
ac.in/

19
Shopno
Ekhon

Shomik Roy 9873224365
shomikray88@g

mail.com

https://www.facebo
ok.com/groups/139

437202781322/

20
Women’s
Helpline

(GOI)
Chandni Central Secretariat 8505878666

charmchandni@
gmail.com

Existing CHSJ
Partners

Contact
Person

Mobile email website link

1
Azad

Foundation
Shrinivas

Rao
raoshrinu@yaho

o.com
www.azadfoundatio

n.com

2 Jagori
Prabhleen

Tuteja
9873782854

prabhleen@jago
ri.org

www.jagori.org

3
Manas

Foundation
Monica
Kumar

9312233966 manas.org
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4

Pol Science
Department

of Jamia Milia
Islamia

Bulbul
Dhar-James

Jamia Milia Islamia
91

9810417632
bulbuldhar@gm

ail.com
www.jmi.ac.in

5

Srijantatmak
Manushi
Sansthan

(SMS)

Archana
Kaul

9868967335
archkaul@gmail.

com

www.facebook.com
/pages/SMS-
Srijanatmak-

Manushi-Sanstha


